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ABSTRACT  

This paper describes the emerging Issue 2 of the 
CCSDS-123.0-B standard for low-complexity 
compression of multispectral and hyperspectral 
imagery, focusing on its new features and capabilities. 
Most significantly, this new issue incorporates a closed-
loop quantization scheme to provide near-lossless 
compression capability while still supporting lossless 
compression, and introduces a new entropy coding 
option that provides better compression of low-entropy 
data. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 

In 2012, Issue 1 of the CCSDS-123.0-B standard for 
lossless compression of multispectral and hyperspectral 
images was published [1]. 
 
Because of the significant data volume reduction often 
needed to meet spacecraft downlink limitations, lossy 
compression is becoming increasingly used in space 
applications. With this motivation, the Consultative 
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Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS) 
Multispectral and Hyperspectral Data Compression 
(MHDC) working group has been developing Issue 2 of 
CCSDS-123.0-B, extending the standard’s capabilities 
to provide low-complexity near-lossless compression 
while still supporting lossless compression. In this 
context, “near-lossless” refers to the ability to perform 
compression in a way that limits the maximum error in 
the reconstructed image to a user-specified bound. 
 
This paper describes Issue 2, focusing on its new 
features and capabilities. A companion paper [2] 
provides an in-depth analysis of parameter selection to 
optimize performance. 
 
We note that while the MHDC working group has 
reached consensus on the new specification, the 
standard has not yet been published and so there is some 
possibility that, as a result of the CCSDS review 
process, details could change from the description 
provided here. 
 
We assume that readers are familiar with [1] and the 
notation introduced therein. Following the convention 



 

of the standard, here data samples and associated 
quantities may be identified via three coordinate indices 
𝑥,	𝑦,	𝑧, (e.g., 𝑠&,(,)) or the pair of indices 𝑧, 𝑡, (e.g., 
𝑠&(𝑡)), where the value of 𝑡 corresponds to the index of 
the sample within spectral band 𝑧 when samples in the 
band are arranged in raster-scan order. 
 
The most significant new feature of Issue 2 is the 
incorporation of a closed-loop scalar quantizer in the 
compressor’s prediction stage to provide near-lossless 
compression. Users can control quantizer step size by 
specifying an absolute error limit, so that samples can 
be reconstructed with a user-specified bound on 
reconstruction error, and/or a relative error limit, so that 
samples predicted to have smaller magnitude can be 
reconstructed with lower error. Quantizer fidelity 
settings can vary from band to band and can be updated 
periodically within the image. 
 
The predictor cannot in general utilize the exact values 
of the original data samples because these values will 
not be available to the decompressor at the time of 
reconstruction when compression is not lossless. 
Instead, prediction calculations are performed using a 
sample representative in place of each original sample 
value. For some images, the obvious choice of setting 
the sample representative equal to the center of the 
quantization bin for the sample does not give the best 
compression performance; user-specified parameters 
that control the calculation of sample representatives 
allow a user to exploit this fact to improve compression 
performance in some cases. 
 
A new entropy coding option provides better 
compression of low-entropy data, which become 
increasingly prevalent as quantization step size 
increases. This hybrid entropy coder includes codes 
equivalent to those used by the sample-adaptive encoder 
defined in Issue 1, but augmented with an additional 16 
variable-to-variable length “low-entropy” codes. A 
single output codeword from a low-entropy code may 
encode multiple samples, which allows lower 
compressed data rates. 
 
Issue 2 supports high-dynamic-range instruments, 
allowing up to 32-bit signed and unsigned integer 
samples, an increase from the 16-bit limit under Issue 1. 
 
The compressed image syntax is extended to support the 
inclusion of optional supplementary information tables, 
which can provide ancillary image or instrument 
information to the end user, e.g., to identify 
malfunctioning elements in a detector array or the 
wavelength associated with each spectral band. Each 
such table is a one-dimensional (one element for each 
band z) or two-dimensional (one element for each (z, x) 

pair, or each (y, x) pair) table of floating-point, signed 
integer, or unsigned integer values. 
 
Section 2 gives a brief overview of the compressor. Key 
changes to the prediction stage and the entropy coder 
are described in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. 
 
2. OVERVIEW 

The CCSDS-123.0-B-1 (Issue 1) standard1  is based on 
the Fast Lossless (FL) compressor, a low-complexity 
lossless compression algorithm designed to exploit 
spectral dependencies and the three-dimensional 
structure of multispectral and hyperspectral 
images [1][3][4]. 
 
Issue 2 is based largely on the FL Extended (FLEX) 
compressor, which extends FL to provide adjustable 
near-lossless compression in addition to lossless 
compression [5]. FLEX inherits many of the desirable 
features of the FL compressor, such as low 
computational complexity, single-pass compression and 
decompression, and automatic adaptation to the source 
image data. 
 
Issue 2 incorporates an improvement of FLEX’s hybrid 
entropy coder, and adds features such as relative error 
limits, periodic error limit updating (see Section 3.1), 
and narrow local sums (see Section 3.3). 
 
In July 2018, the FLEX compressor began use onboard 
the International Space Station as part of NASA’s 
ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Radiometer 
Experiment on Space Station (ECOSTRESS) 
instrument. This compressor implementation is in a 
Virtex 5 FX130T operating at 25 MHz with 4×512 MB 
SDRAM, out of which 3 MBytes are used as scratchpad 
memory, and 256 Gbytes mass storage with a data read 
throughput of 135 Mbits/sec [5]. The mass storage is 
used only for raw uncompressed data acquired from the 
focal plane array. The compressor achieves throughput 
of 1 Msample/sec, with a typical lossless data 
compression ratio of 2.3:1 on the 16-bit samples 
produced by the instrument. A higher throughput 
implementation of FLEX is presented in [6]. 
 
Fig. 1 depicts the components of the Issue 2 
compressor, consisting of a predictor followed by an 
encoder. 
 

                                                        
1 In CCSDS nomenclature, the “-1” at the end of 
“CCSDS-123.0-B-1” indicates Issue 1. 



 

 
Figure 1. Compressor Schematic 

 
The predictor, described in Section 3, uses an adaptive 
linear prediction method to predict the value of each 
image sample based on the values of nearby samples in 
a small three-dimensional neighborhood.  Prediction can 
be performed causally in a single pass through the 
image. The prediction residual is quantized, and the 
quantizer output is mapped to an unsigned integer 
mapped quantizer index 𝛿&(𝑡), similar to the calculation 
of mapped prediction residuals in Issue 1. This mapping 
is invertible, so that the decompressor can exactly 
reconstruct the quantizer index. These mapped quantizer 
indices make up the output of the predictor. 
 
The encoder losslessly encodes the sequence of mapped 
quantizer indices. Section 4 describes the new entropy 
coding option, which combines a family of codes, 
equivalent to the length-limited Golomb-Power-of-2 
(GPO2) codes [7] used by the sample-adaptive coding 
option of the Issue 1 standard, along with 16 new 
variable-to-variable length codes designed to provide 
more effective compression of low-entropy samples. 
This hybrid coding approach adaptively switches 
between these two coding methods on a sample-by-
sample basis. 
 
All features available in Issue 1 have been retained and 
Issue 2 has been designed to be backward compatible 
with Issue 1. Thus, compressed images produced by a 
compressor that is compliant with Issue 1 will also be 
compliant with Issue 2. 
 
Note that features added in Issue 2 are not limited to 
those that provide near-lossless compression 
capabilities. Thus, e.g., a losslessly compressed image 
that is compliant with Issue 2 might not be 
decompressible with a decompressor that is compliant 
with Issue 1. On that note, even when compression is 
lossless, the use of the new entropy coder and sample 
representative calculation can sometimes provide 
improved compression performance over Issue 1, as 
illustrated in Tab. 1. 
 
3. PREDICTOR 

The predictor differs from that of Issue 1 in two major 
respects. First, each prediction residual Δ&(𝑡) is 
quantized using a uniform quantizer with step size 
determined by user-specified fidelity parameters as 
described below in Section 3.1. Second, the predictor 

cannot utilize the original sample values 𝑠&(𝑡), because 
these values will not be available to the decompressor at 
the time of reconstruction. Instead, prediction 
calculations are performed using a sample 
representative 𝑠&//(𝑡) in place of each original sample 
value 𝑠&(𝑡), as described in Section 3.2. 
 
A new optional modification to the prediction 
calculation, intended to reduce prediction complexity, is 
discussed in Section 3.3. 
 
3.1. Quantization 

User-specified absolute and/or relative error limit 
values control the maximum error value 𝑚&(𝑡) for each 
sample. The prediction residual, 
 

𝛥&(𝑡) = 𝑠&(𝑡) − �̂�&(𝑡) (1) 
 
 
 

Table 1. Lossless compression data rates for Issue 1 
(using the sample-adaptive entropy coder) and Issue 2 

(using the hybrid entropy coder and selecting good 
sample representative parameter values)  

Instrument # bands 

Data rate 
(bits/sample) 

∆rate 
(bits/ 

sample) Issue 1 Issue 2 
IASI 8461 4.75 4.75 0.00 
AIRS 1501 4.30 4.22 0.08 
CRISM FRT 545 5.06 4.89 0.17 
CRISM HRL 545 4.57 4.40 0.17 
CRISM MSP 74 2.55 2.51 0.04 
AVIRIS-NG rad1 432 6.91 6.60 0.31 
AVIRIS-NG rad2 432 5.36 5.06 0.31 
AVIRIS-NG raw 432 5.12 4.86 0.26 
M3 target 260 3.09 2.96 0.13 
M3 global 86 2.14 2.17 -0.02 
M3 rad1 85 6.60 6.55 0.05 
M3 rad2 85 2.21 2.17 0.04 
Hyperion flatfield 242 3.97 3.91 0.06 
Hyperion raw 242 4.31 4.20 0.12 
SFSI radiance 240 2.96 2.87 0.09 
SFSI raw 240 4.67 4.48 0.19 
AVIRIS_16 rad 224 3.74 3.70 0.04 
AVIRIS_16 raw 224 5.98 5.95 0.02 
AVIRIS_12 raw 224 2.68 2.62 0.06 
HICO_128 128 5.10 5.00 0.11 
HICO_87 87 4.29 4.27 0.01 
CASI radiance 72 7.80 7.77 0.02 
CASI raw 72 4.99 4.97 0.03 
MODIS night 17 4.73 4.72 0.01 
MODIS day 14 5.77 5.62 0.15 
MODIS 500 5 7.20 7.17 0.03 
MODIS 250 2 6.48 6.48 0.01 
MSG 11 3.39 3.35 0.04 
LANDSAT 6 3.37 3.35 0.02 
PLEIADES 4 7.11 7.10 0.01 
VEGETATION 4 5.15 5.14 0.01 
SPOT 3 4.53 4.52 0.00 
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is quantized by a uniform quantizer centered at �̂�&(𝑡) 
and having step size 2𝑚&(𝑡) + 1, which guarantees that 
the sample can be reconstructed with at most 𝑚&(𝑡) 
units of error. 
 
Users can choose to use lossless compression, which 
sets 𝑚&(𝑡) = 0 for all 𝑧 and 𝑡. Alternatively, users can 
control the maximum error value by specifying an 
absolute error limit 𝑎𝑧 for each 𝑧, a relative error limit 
𝑟𝑧 for each 𝑧, or both. 
 
When only absolute error limits are used, the maximum 
error is computed as 

 
𝑚&(𝑡) = 𝑎& (2) 

 
for all 𝑧 and 𝑡; when only relative error limits are used, 
 

𝑚&(𝑡) = <
𝑟&|�̂�&(𝑡)|
2>

? (3) 

 
for all 𝑧 and 𝑡, so that samples predicted to have smaller 
magnitude can be reconstructed with higher fidelity; and 
when both absolute and relative error limits are used, 

 

𝑚&(𝑡) = minC𝑎&, <
𝑟&|�̂�&(𝑡)|
2>

?D (4) 

 
for all 𝑧 and 𝑡. 
 
By varying the values of 𝑎𝑧 and/or 𝑟𝑧 from band to 
band, bands with higher science value can be preserved 
with higher fidelity (or losslessly) while reducing the 
data volume used to encode bands with lower science 
value. 

Error limit values may be fixed for an entire image, or 
the user may choose to use periodic error limit 
updating, in which case new error limit values are 
periodically encoded in the compressed bitstream. This 
capability could be used, for example, to provide higher 
fidelity data for regions of an image that are expected to 
contain features of interest, or to adaptively adjust 
fidelity parameters to meet a downlink rate constraint. 
Note that the standard does not specify a particular 
method for selecting error limit values to meet such a 
constraint, because error limit values are encoded in the 
bitstream, and so the decompressor does not need to 
know how these values were selected. 

3.2. Sample Representatives 

Because compression may not be lossless, the original 
sample values may not available to the decompressor. 
Consequently, a sample representative 𝑠&//(𝑡) is used in 

place of the original sample value for the purpose of 
calculating subsequent predictions. 
 
At the decompressor, reconstructing each sample to 
equal the center of the quantizer bin, 𝑠&/(𝑡), will 
minimize the maximum reconstruction error. However, 
this choice may not minimize other distortion metrics 
such as mean squared error. 
 
Similarly, selecting the sample representative 𝑠&//(𝑡) to 
be equal to 𝑠&/(𝑡), which is the traditional predictive 
compression approach, does not always optimize 
compression performance, even when compression is 
lossless. 
 
For this reason, user-specified parameters 𝜙&,𝜓&, Θ are 
used to control the calculation of sample 
representatives. The sample representative 𝑠&//(𝑡) is an 
integer approximation to 
 

𝜙&
2H �̂�&

(𝑡) + I1 −
𝜙&
2H
JC𝑠&/(𝑡)

−
𝜓&
2H sgn

[𝑞&(𝑡)]𝑚&(𝑡)D 
(5) 

 
as illustrated in Fig. 2. The sample representative 
always lies in the range from quantizer bin center 𝑠&/(𝑡) 
to the predicted sample value �̂�&(𝑡); the values of 
𝜙&,𝜓&, Θ control the compromise between these two 
limits. Setting 𝜙& = 𝜓& = 0 causes the sample 
representative to be equal to 𝑠&/(𝑡), and larger values of 
these parameters yield sample representative values 
closer to �̂�&(𝑡). Note that the sample representative may 
be outside of the quantizer bin containing 𝑠&/(𝑡). 
 

 
Figure 2. Possible sample representative calculation 
quantities, illustrated here for 𝑚&(𝑡) = 2, 𝑞&(𝑡) = 2, 

and nonzero values of 𝜙& and 𝜓&. 
 
Experiments suggest that using nonzero values for 
sample representative parameters tends to provide more 
benefit when spectral bands are more closely spaced in 
wavelength and when image noise level is higher. 
 
Using nonzero values for 𝜙& and 𝜓& can yield lower 
compressed data rate due to improved prediction 
accuracy. Less obvious is that this may also provide 
improved reconstructed image quality in some bands 
under lossy compression. As an example, Fig. 3 shows 
histograms of reconstruction error in one band of a test 
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image compressed with absolute error limit 𝑎& = 5, 
using two different choices for sample representative 
parameters. The maximum error in this band is the same 
under both approaches, but here MSE distortion in this 
band is improved by using nonzero values of 𝜙& and 𝜓&. 
 

 
Figure 3. Histograms of reconstruction error for a 

single band of a test image for two different choices of 
sample representative parameters; here Θ = 4. 

 
3.3. Narrow Local Sums 

Issue 2 introduces a new option to use narrow local 
sums of neighboring sample representatives in the 
prediction calculation. When combined with reduced 
prediction mode, the use of narrow local sums 
eliminates the dependency on sample representative 
𝑠&,(,)RS//  when performing the prediction calculation for 
neighboring sample �̂�&,(,). Eliminating this dependency 
may facilitate pipelining in a hardware implementation, 
though generally at the expense of somewhat reduced 
compression effectiveness [2]. 
 
3.4. Weight Exponent Offsets 

Issue 2 introduces an additional weight exponent offset 
term in the exponent of each prediction weight update 
equation. These user-specified quantities are intended to 
better accommodate band-to-band variations in signal 
energy in the input image. 
 
4. ENTROPY CODING 

The mapped quantizer indices output from the 
prediction stage are losslessly encoded by the encoder. 
Issue 2 retains the two entropy coding options defined 
in Issue 1: the sample-adaptive encoder based on 
length-limited GPO2 codes, and the block-adaptive 
encoder based on the Rice coder as formalized in 
CCSDS-121.0-B-2 [8]. 
 
Issue 2 also introduces a new hybrid entropy coding 
option, which provides better compression of low-
entropy data than achieved by the two legacy coding 
options. Such low-entropy data becomes more prevalent 
with the introduction of near-lossless compression 
capabilities. The remainder of this section describes the 
hybrid encoder. 
 

The hybrid encoder uses adaptive code selection 
statistics, described in Section 4.1, that are similar to 
those used by the sample-adaptive coder. It uses codes 
equivalent to those used by the sample-adaptive 
encoder, but augmented with an additional 16 variable-
to-variable length “low-entropy” codes described in 
Section 4.2. 
 
An interesting feature of the hybrid entropy coder is that 
it is designed so that decoding proceeds in reverse order. 
This permits a simpler and more memory-efficient 
encoder than FLEX’s original hybrid entropy coder, 
which was based on an interleaved entropy coding 
approach [9][10]. 
 
4.1. Code Selection Statistics 

For each band z, the hybrid encoder maintains a high-
resolution accumulator ΣU&(𝑡) and a counter Γ(𝑡). With 
each new mapped quantizer index 𝛿&(𝑡), the high-
resolution accumulator is incremented by 4𝛿&(𝑡); the 
counter is incremented by one when 𝑡 is incremented. 
Both the counter and accumulator are rescaled 
periodically at an interval controlled by a user-specified 
parameter. These code selection statistics are similar to 
the corresponding ones for the sample-adaptive encoder, 
except that the accumulator for the hybrid coder has 
higher resolution, and updates to code selection 
statistics are performed before encoding 𝛿&(𝑡), because 
decoding proceeds in reverse order. 
 
The ratio ΣU&(𝑡)/Γ(𝑡) represents a scaled estimate of the 
mean mapped quantizer index for band 𝑧. This ratio 
determines the coding method used to encode 𝛿&(𝑡). If 
this ratio exceeds a fixed threshold, then 𝛿&(𝑡) is said to 
correspond to a “high-entropy” sample, otherwise 𝛿&(𝑡) 
is said to correspond to a “low-entropy” sample. For 
both high-entropy and low-entropy samples, this ratio 
also determines the specific code used to encode 𝛿&(𝑡). 
 
4.2. Encoding 

Each high-entropy mapped quantizer index is encoded 
using a variable-length binary codeword from a family 
of codes. Each code in the family is equivalent to a 
length-limited GPO2 code, but with the output bits 
arranged in a different order so that the code is suffix-
free. 
 
The encoding of each low-entropy mapped quantizer 
index makes use of one of 16 variable-to-variable length 
codes. A single output codeword from a low-entropy 
code may encode multiple mapped quantizer indices, 
which allows lower compressed data rates than can be 
achieved by the high-entropy codes. Each high-entropy 
mapped quantizer index immediately produces an 
output codeword that is written to the compressed 
bitstream, while each low-entropy code waits until 
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enough data has arrived to determine the next output 
codeword. 
 
By decoding the compressed image body in reverse 
order, the decoder can accommodate the varying latency 
between the arrival of a low-entropy mapped quantizer 
index and its ultimate encoding. This is possible 
because (1) the output codewords from the high- and 
low-entropy codes are suffix-free rather than prefix-
free, (2) the compressed image ends with a “tail” that 
encodes the final state of each low-entropy code and the 
final high-resolution accumulator value for each band, 
and (3) immediately prior to each rescaling of the high-
resolution accumulator, the high-resolution 
accumulator’s least significant bit is output so that the 
decoder can invert this rescaling operation. 
 
Each of the 16 low-entropy codes is a nonbinary-input, 
binary-output, variable-to-variable length code that 
defines a mapping from an exhaustive prefix-free set of 
variable length input codewords over an input symbol 
alphabet that varies from code to code, onto an 
exhaustive suffix-free set of variable length binary 
output codewords. 
 
Associated with each low-entropy code is an integer 
input symbol limit 𝐿Y, between 0 and 12 inclusive. We 
can think of 𝐿Y as distinguishing between “likely” values 
(𝛿&(𝑡) ≤ 𝐿Y) and “unlikely” values (𝛿&(𝑡) > 𝐿Y). 
 
If 𝛿&(𝑡) is a likely value for the code (𝛿&(𝑡) ≤ 𝐿Y), then 
the component code encodes the value of 𝛿&(𝑡). 
Otherwise, it encodes an “escape” symbol, indicating 
that 𝛿&(𝑡) was an unlikely symbol (𝛿&(𝑡) > 𝐿Y) and the 
nonnegative residual value 𝛿&(𝑡) − 𝐿Y − 1 is encoded, 
using a code that is equivalent to a length-limited unary 
codeword, immediately preceding the output codeword 
from the low-entropy code. Since escape symbols occur 
with low probability, the efficiency with which these 
residual values are encoded has only a small impact on 
overall coding effectiveness. 
 
Input symbols assigned to a given low-entropy code are 
collected until a complete input codeword is formed for 
that code. The component codes are designed so that an 
escape symbol always causes the completion of an input 
codeword, and so at most one residual value will 
accompany any output codeword from a low-entropy 
code. 
 
The input symbol limit 𝐿Y limits the size of the input 
alphabet in the low-entropy codes, by treating all 
unlikely symbols in the same way. This allows us to 
reduce the number of codewords in a component code. 
Tab. 2 shows the sizes of the component codes used. 
 

Table 2. Low-entropy code sizes 

Code 
Index 

Input 
Symbol 
Limit 

Number of 
Codewords 

Max. 
Input 

Length 

Max. 
Output 
Length 
(bits) 

0 12 105 3 13 
1 10 144 3 13 
2 8 118 3 12 
3 6 120 4 13 
4 6 92 4 13 
5 4 116 6 15 
6 4 101 6 15 
7 4 81 5 18 
8 2 88 12 16 
9 2 106 12 17 
10 2 103 12 18 
11 2 127 16 20 
12 2 109 27 21 
13 2 145 46 18 
14 2 256 85 17 
15 0 257 256 9 
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